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Since 1971, Mindset Learning Tools 
(formerly Cabdev Montessori) has been 

providing the educational community with 
great value through exceptional quality, price and 
service. We began with Montessori materials for 
children aged 3 to 6 years, and have grown into a 
trusted supplier with an expanded product range 
appealing to a broader community of educators 

and caregivers.
 

As with our roots, the materials in this catalogue 
are focused on early childhood children aged 
3 to 6 years; based on internationally proven 

curricula and learning goals. These innovative 
items support play based learning and child 

development; they are sustainably made, high 
quality educational materials which target 

objectives pertaining to language, mathematics 
and motor skills. Puzzle play improves 

coordination, fine motor skills, language, and 
cognitive capacities. Solving problems, making 
decisions and practicing memory skills are all 
activities that are stimulated by doing puzzles.  

Have fun learning! 
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Discover our Classroom Solutions 
for Play-based Teaching.

Educo provides high impact manipulatives to create a 
constructive space where students in Preschool, 
Kindergarten, and Grade 1 can actively challenge their 
understanding of key learning principles in mathematics, 
language, science, and more!

Offer children a strong 
foundation prior to 
elementary school.
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Educo makes learning playful, 
explorative, and challenging.

PLAYFUL 
LEARNING 
FOR LIFE
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Help Children Make Sense 
of Their World Through Play
Playful learning is a child’s natural way of learning 
about themselves, their friends, and their communities.
 
It enriches cognitive skill-building, and helps our youngest learners develop creativity, 
problem-solving, communication, and social skills that are the foundation for further 
learning in school and daily life.

Where Play-based Learning 
Meets Play-based Teaching
The building blocks of a strong readiness program start with play. 

Young children delight in exploring the world we live in. They learn the most when they 
are engaged in play. Key concepts are mastered through discovering, creating and 
doing.

Educo’s classroom solutions include hundreds of educational games 
and activities that:

• Develop emerging math and literacy skills.
• Connect children to daily life experiences.
• Focus on content area and motor skills.
• Offer self-assessment.
• Provide additional practice of classroom teaching.

Teaching Cards
Every Educo item includes a teaching card 

with a range of activities for students at all 

levels. Teachers can differentiate instruction 

for students that need on-level, below-

level, or advanced enrichment. Each teaching 

card offers clear guidelines for play-based 

instruction and assessment to help teachers 

achieve student benchmarks.
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Learning trajectory
Language Play - Speech - Communication

Goal
Learn how to understand each other through effective communication.

Tips
The number of dots on the assignment car ds indicates the level of diffi culty. 
Have children give each other assignments without using an example card.
Give each other assignments without naming the object (‘Put the red magnet on something that is yellow and gives off heat’, for example).
Give each other assignments by sounding out the object instead of naming it (‘b oa t’, for example).

The games 523236 ‘Lace Together’ and 523245 ‘Bolt together’ fi t in the same holder!

Play in steps

1STEP

Put a picture sheet in the stand.
One child takes an example card.

2STEP

Each child takes a magnet of the same colour. Child 1 tells child 2 the object on which to put the magnet.

3STEP

Both children put their magnet down. If it sticks, then it is in the right place.
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MATHEMATICAL PLAY
Encourage children to develop their mathematical skills.

Play with math materials and become a true mathematician.
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MATHEMATICAL PLAY
Encourage children to develop their mathematical skills.

Play with math materials and become a true mathematician.
COUNTING HANDS

E523001 Here is an objective way for students to recognize quantities 

at a glance. Counting hands help children to trust their number skills 

and move away from using their own fingers. Contents: 2 wood hands 

on a wood base with 10 bendable fingers. 

NUMBER SENSE 
AND COUNTING

4+

TEACHER FAVORITE

CLASS PACKMATHEMATICAL PLAY

CLASS PACK
Available individually or for best value, 
select the Mathematical Play Class Pack. 
Save 15%.

Mathematical Play Class Pack
CP522101 Includes all twelve items
 featured in this catalog for one low price!

Find even more products online:
www.mindsetlearningtools.com

SAVE 
15%
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FIND AND COUNT ON COLOR
E523041 This is a fun way to learn about colors, counting, and number 
sense.  Students are provided with game cards showing 4 colors, and 
then they search for each color on a colorful theme board. For each 

item found in that color, students place a bead on the stand. No reading 
required. Self-checking. Answer key on reverse of game card, shown  
in both dots and numbers. Contents: 6 theme boards, 6 game cards, 
(coded by themes), 50 beads, wooden stand, teaching cards, sturdy 

wood storage box. SET OF 100 RED BEADS E522886

DOTSY
E307200 With Dotsy the ladybug, children learn the different number 
combinations from 1 - 10. Each wing is different in dots and 5 is the 

largest number represented. Children create a ladybug by counting dots 
and adding 2 wings to a leaf. Dotsy indirectly prepares children for the 

addition of numbers through 10. Self-checking. Contents: 2 leaf-shaped 
play boards (recesses for wings), 48 round assignment cards, 62 wings,  

2 answer charts, teaching card, and sturdy wood storage box. 

MATRIX 3D SHAPES
E3050630 Which blocks are blue and feature 3 layers? Stimulates 

visual discrimination and sorting based on shape, color and number 
of layers. The assignment cards increase in degree of difficulty and 

feature self-check. Contents: 27 wood blocks in 3 colors, 
16 assignment cards, 8 cards for self-check, 

sturdy wood box for storage. 

SPATIAL 
ORIENTATION

OPERATIONSNUMBER SENSE 
AND COUNTING

3+ 4+

TEACHER FAVORITE

NEW

4+
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RESULTA
E522428 Practice sequencing, expand vocabulary and stimulate  
language skills with this easy-to-use game. Place picture cards  

in the order of what comes first, second and last. Provides
conversational opportunities on sixteen topics. Sequentially linking  

3 image cards will help students develop logical reasoning.  
Contents: 48 plastic cards, teaching card, sturdy wood storage box. 

WHICH IS WRONG?
E522865 Name and describe items that belong together and select 

one item that does not. There are four items on the assignment card. 
Students place the red X on the wrong item. Self-checking. 

(Answer on the back of the assignment card.) 
Contents: 24 assignment cards, transparent card with red X, 

teaching card, sturdy wood storage box. 

TIME 
AND PLANNING

SORTING 
AND SERIALIZING

4+

CLASS PACKMATHEMATICAL PLAY

TEACHER FAVORITE

4+
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MA XI STRINGING BEADS
E522112 Learn about shapes, colors, order, and patterns with  

Maxi Stringing Beads. Children copy the colorful patterns from the  
card images to fill their stand. Advanced players may begin to make 
larger patterns using the plastic thread. Contents: wood bead stick,  
card stand, 12 plastic pattern cards (3 levels of difficulty), 16’ plastic 

thread, 130 plastic beads in 6 shapes and 5 colors, teaching card,  
sturdy wood storage box. SET OF 100 MA XI BEADS E522188

FIGUROGRAM
E522231 Children recreate one quarter of an image which is  

completed when reflected in the mirrors. Shapes, patterns, and  
spatial relationships take a new perspective. Contents: 48 plastic  

shapes, 18 plastic assignment cards, plastic safety mirror, 
teaching cards, sturdy wood storage box. 

ADDITIONAL SET OF SHAPES E522232

SORTING 
AND SERIALIZING

SPATIAL 
ORIENTATION

NUMBER SENSE 
AND COUNTING

4+ 4+

4+
COUNTING STREET

E522882 Deliver mail and learn to count to 10. Students will find  
the missing number in a series, and practice addition, subtraction,  

and number correspondence. Build teamwork by pairing up children  
to take turns delivering letters based on verbal directions and cues. 

Children can also work individually and deliver a number of envelopes  
to each house based on color and numerals. Self- checking.  
Contents: 2 stands, 2 rows of houses, 16 assignment cards,  

10 house numbers (numbers and dots), 100 multi-colored envelopes, 
teaching cards, sturdy wood storage box.
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SEARCH AND FIND - SHADOW AND CONTOUR
E523311 Here is a fun variation on the popular memory match game. 
Insert one game card into the upper shelf of the box and try to find the 
related pairs by lifting the green discs. Children match an image to its 

shadow or contour. Durable and versatile, this boxed set keeps all of the 
items in one place. Contents: 8 game cards, 16 green discs with knobs 

for small hands, game box (wood). 

SPATIAL 
ORIENTATION

SCALES
E522185 Balance weights or compare the weight  of various objects  

with these well-crafted scales. Learn to describe what happens to the 
scale and why.  Children can classify objects as heavy or light, regardless 
of object size. Contents: beech wood scale (15.74” x 5.9”), 2 plastic pans 

to hold the objects weighed.  (diam. 6.9”, each). Weights available  
separately. PLASTIC WEIGHTS E522832 

TEAM BUILDING
E300300 Working together from the assignment cards, students  

build all of the houses on the scenic bases. Join up bases to create  
an elven city. This project engages children’s team working skills 

while the merry elves and trees help foster creative play. Contents:  
18 assignment cards (3 levels), 6 bases, 96 wood blocks in four  
shapes and 2 colors, teaching card, sturdy wood storage box. 

WEIGHT 

3+

SPATIAL 
ORIENTATION

5+

4+

CLASS PACKMATHEMATICAL PLAY
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COUNTING MEMO
E523042 Play games using one-to-one correspondence or by matching 
identical numerals. Children’s counting,  matching and memorization 
skills are strengthened. Game boards provide a starting point for play,  

or use cards individually to create match and memory games.  
Contents: 6 game boards, 48 cards (with numbers, dots, and images), 

teaching card, sturdy wood storage box. 

COUNTING EGGS
E523002 Ten unbreakable eggs are magnetically held into place for 

class instruction in addition and subtraction.The egg box lid doubles as 
a whiteboard surface offering beginning math students an opportunity to 
answer equations with a dry erase marker (not included). Open the box 

to check the answers by counting the eggs. Contents: wood egg box with 
partitions and hidden magnet, wood-framed whiteboard lid, 10 wooden 

eggs with magnets safely embedded. 

ZOO AREA
E312800 Zoo Area directs players to build enclosures for every animal. 
Children learn to copy shapes, compare and fill areas, experiment with 

surfaces and discover an area’s perimeter. Contents: 4 play boards,  
16 animals, 50 wood squares, 60 fences, 6 plastic assignment cards, 

teaching card, sturdy wood box with lid. 

SEARCH AND FIND - QUANTITIES
E523348 Add-on more fun with this special card set to be used  

with the Search and Find game box (E523311). Children combine  
number representations and quantities. Contents: 8 sturdy plastic  

assignment cards. 

NEW

NUMBER SENSE 
AND COUNTING

NUMBER SENSE 
AND COUNTING

LENGTH, AREA 
AND PERIMETER

EXTENSION PACK
For more math fun, add-on our extension 
pack! Also available individually.

Mathematical Play Extension Pack
EP522101 Includes all nine extension
items featured in this catalog for one low 
price!

Find even more products online:
www.mindsetlearningtools.com

4+

4+

NUMBER SENSE 
AND COUNTING

4+ 5+

SAVE 
15%
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CAUSE AND EFFECT
E522340 Young learners will gain practice deciding what happened first 
and last by analyzing the scene and arranging image cards next to the 
story board. When correct, cards turned over onto the board reveal a 

large image. Image card sets  are coded to story boards by a matching 
symbol. Self-checking. Contents: 8 story boards, 64 image cards, 

sturdy wood box for storage. 

FIND THE ROW
E523121 Help children learn to organize and classify categories using 
images. Children describe and compare an assignment strip and the 
three small cards that belong with it, observing volume, width, height, 

and more. This game inspires the use of descriptive words which help to 
increase children’s math vocabulary. Self-checking. 

Contents: 10 assignment cards, 30 small cards, teaching card, sturdy 
wood storage box. 

APPLE TREE COUNTING SET
E342900 Assignment board trees each have 10 holes and are  

assigned numerals from 1 - 10. Children use green and red apples  
to fill the tree with the needed amount. Adding apples to trees is a  

tactile and vivid way to learn number combinations.  
Contents: 10 wood assignment boards with trees, 60 red and  

green apple pegs, teaching card, sturdy wood storage box. 

DIAGRAM VOLUME
E523192 Help students learn about concepts such as ”more than” and 

“less than”, by creating rows that show the gradual increase or 
decrease in volume. Sort the images in the diagram from empty to full and 
vice versa. Contents: 25 plastic tiles, teaching card, wooden frame board.

 

MINI - MIDI - MA XI
E305000 Explore the differences between objects and figures from the 

easiest definitions of small, medium, and large, to higher level 
comparisons such as ‘larger than’, ‘smaller than’, ‘equally large’, and 

more. Self-checking. Contents: 4 wood stands,  
36 wood figures, 24 assignment strips,  9 cards for the matrix game,  

4 small game boards, 8 assignment cards, teaching card, 
sturdy wood storage box. 

TIME 
AND PLANNING EXTENSION PACKMATHEMATICAL PLAY

4+

OPERATIONS

3+

3+

SORTING AND 
SERIALIZING

4+

SPATIAL 
ORIENTATION

5+

VOLUME
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LANGUAGE PLAY
Help children to become storytellers and capable readers.

Enlarge their world by helping them to understand new words, 
and using them to communicate.
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LANGUAGE PLAY
Help children to become storytellers and capable readers.

Enlarge their world by helping them to understand new words, 
and using them to communicate.

SEARCH AND FIND
E522981 A fun variation on the memory match game concept,  
players search for pairs that relate to each other but are not  

identical. Students will complete a picture or find the front and back 
of an illustration. Insert one assignment card into the game box upper 
shelf and try to find the related pairs by lifting the red discs. Durable 

and versatile, this boxed set keeps all the components in a single 
place. Contents: 8 assignment boards, 12 wood red discs with knobs 

for small hands, game board and sturdy storage box, all in wood.
 

CLASS PACK
Available individually or for best value, 
select the Language Play Class Pack. 
Save 15%.

Language Play Class Pack
CP522201Includes all twelve items 
featured in this catalog for one low price!

Find even more products online:
www.mindsetlearningtools.com

CLASS PACKLANGUAGE  PLAY

VISUAL 
DISCRIMINATION

3+

SAVE 
15%
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CLASS PACK

BUILD TOGETHER
E523292 To begin play, two children sit on opposite sides of the upright 

frame board. Working together, they build structures following 
assignment card images or create own designs. The children give one 

another verbal instructions such as, “let’s put the red block on the green 
one”. After building, the children check and compare what they created. 
This game fosters communication, creativity and teamwork. Contents: 
16 wood blocks (8 unique blocks; 2 copies each) in different colors and 
different sizes, 2 wooden elves, 2 wooden trees, 12 assignment cards, 
teaching card, sturdy wood storage box. DIVIDING WALL E523210

 

TRIO
E522030 Trio is a fun game that offers numerous language-building 
opportunities for young learners. First, students identify each image,  

and then determine which three images can be grouped together.  
This learning center activity is ideal for independent or paired play  

and encourages verbal communication and strategic thinking.  
Contents: 48 image cards (16 thematic groups; 3 durable cards  

for each), teaching card, sturdy wood storage box. 
 

ME AND MY EMOTIONS
E523334 Choose an assignment strip and look carefully at the situations. 

What emotions do you see? Slide a matching face underneath each 
situation and flip the strip for self-checking. Learn to recognize and 

understand various emotions and improve language skills. The game 
contains the 4 basic emotions: happy, angry, sad, scared. 
Contents: 8 assignment strips, 32 small cards with faces, 

sturdy wood box for storage. 

NEW

TEACHER FAVORITE

COMMUNICATION 

VOCABULARYCOMMUNICATION 

4+ 4+

4+
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COMMUNICATION 

OPPOSITES
E522326 Expand each student’s vocabulary of synonyms and antonyms 

in a variety of ways. Classmates can play together to pair up the 
opposites or arrange like a memory board or stack in a deck. Players 

collect pairs of cards which are opposites of each other. Play continues 
until only the red card is left. This game helps add variety to children’s 
word options and expands vocabulary through active communication. 
Game card holders available separately. Contents: 24 plastic image 

cards, red plastic card, teaching card, sturdy wood storage box. 

LISTEN TO THIS
E523122 Listen to This is a communication game which covers various 
topics such as: scenarios, spatial concepts, color, number and size. Two 

players sit opposite one another and work together to accomplish the 
assignment. One child gives verbal instructions and clues while the other 

child listens and responds. Playing Listen to This helps to enhance 
vocabulary and cooperation skills. Contents: 64 assignment cards, 

8 game cards, 32 color cards, teaching card, sturdy wood box for storage. 

TEACHER FAVORITE

CLASS PACKLANGUAGE  PLAY

COMMUNICATION VOCABULARY

4+4+
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ANIMAL DOKU
E523352 A challenging game based on the  principle of the well-known 

Sudoku puzzles, where each item can only be used once. Children 
engage in analytical and creative thinking while they concentrate to fill in 

all of the rows and columns on the entire grid. Self-checking. 
Contents: 6 plastic game boards, 60 plastic picture cards, 6 plastic 

control cards, sturdy wood storage box. 

COMBINO ANIMALS
E522887 Provide essential skill-building practice in visual discrimination 
with Combino Animals. Transparent image overlays make exploring each 

lesson board creative and fun, as children select the best image to 
complete the picture. Contents: 6 lesson boards, 48 transparent 

images, teaching card, sturdy wood storage box. 

SOUND TUBES
E522806 Improve auditory discrimination and encourage verbal 

communication with each pair of unique sounds found in this clever 
activity. Each pair of sound tubes is filled with a variety of materials that 
make sounds when shaken. Children describe and compare the sounds, 
and are encouraged to match the sounds on a finely crafted wood stand. 
Contents: 12 plastic sound tubes (6 pairs), wooden stand (15”x5”) with 12 

inserts for tubes, teaching card. 

NEW

VISUAL 
DISCRIMINATION

VISUAL 
DISCRIMINATION

AUDITORY 
DISCRIMINATION

4+

4+ 3+
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TWINS: SHAPES
E523285 Matching twin shapes without looking, students touch 8 

different items and place each matching pair side-by-side in the wooden 
block. Develop perceptual skills, tactile discrimination, and fine motor 
skills with this unique learning center manipulative. Contents: wood 

block with 8 unique shapes (one pair of each shape), cotton bag for easy 
play, clean-up and storage.

TACTILE BOX
E522873 This popular classroom activity, enhanced by the unique Educo 
design, is a fun game that explores tactile discrimination.  Suitable for 
independent or paired play,  children describe what they feel (without 

looking) as they touch a variety of objects, such as fruit, a key, or special 
classroom or household items.  Students will build vocabulary and 

verbal communication skills, as they use adjectives such as soft, rough, 
large and more. Contents: teaching card, wood box with handles and 

fabric-covered holes for hands. 

WHAT’S MISSING?
E523300 One item is missing, can you find it? Choose one of the detailed 
theme boards and a matching game card, which has four items featured. 

Find 3 of the 4 items that are on both the theme board and the game 
card. Learn to distinguish details and pick out key points. Contents: 4 
theme boards, 24 game cards, 20 counters, teaching card, and sturdy 

wood storage box. 

CLASS PACKLANGUAGE  PLAY

TEACHER FAVORITE

VISUAL 
DISCRIMINATION

TACTILE 
DISCRIMINATION

TACTILE 
DISCRIMINATION

3+

3+ 4+
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TALK TOGETHER
E523235  This game fosters communication, creativity and teamwork. 

Play with 2 children sitting on opposite sides of the upright frame board. 
The board is illustrated the same way on both sides. Each child gets 4 

colored magnets. The children give eachother instructions such as, “let’s 
put the red magnet on the red butterfly”. Magnets will only stick to the 

board when both children cooperate to do the same thing. Contents: 16 
assignment cards, 4 story boards’, 4 colored magnets (2 sets), teaching 

card, sturdy wood box. WOODEN STAND E523246 

SEARCH THE SHAPE
E522909 Challenge children to play and explore shape recognition with 

three levels of difficulty. In level 1, discover the shape that is hidden 
within the image. In level 2, discover the letters that are hidden within  
the images and abstract figures. In level 3, discover what fits together  
to create one whole. When assignments are completed properly, tiles  

can be flipped over and reveal one large image. Self-checking.  
Contents: 9 assignment strips (3 levels), 36 image tiles, teaching  

card, sturdy wood box for storage. 

AUDIO LOTTO
E522035 Audio Lotto is an excellent tool for encouraging children  
to listen carefully, discern sounds, and match pictures to sounds.  

When all image tiles are selected and placed in the right order, the  
backs of the tiles combine to create a large image. The CD-ROM has  

25 different sounds for two full sets of image cards (2x 25).  
This allows two children to play simultaneously. Self-checking.  

Contents: CD-ROM, 50 image tiles, teaching card,  
sturdy wood box for storage. WOODEN STAND E522200

ANIMAL MEMO
E522049 Image pairs help children identify new and exciting  

animals. Children collect pairs in this memory game and increase  
the animal names that they know. Contents: 48 plastic cards,  

teaching card, sturdy wood storage box.

AUDITORY
DISCRIMINATION

VISUAL 
DISCRIMINATION

VISUAL 
DISCRIMINATION

COMMUNICATION 

4+

EXTENSION PACK
For more language fun, add-on our 
extension pack! Also available individually.

Language Play Extension Pack
EP522201 Includes all nine extension 
items featured in this catalog for one 
low price!

Find even more products online: 
www.mindsetlearningtools.com

3+

4+

SAVE 
15%

4+
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EXTENSION PACKLANGUAGE  PLAY

TACTILLO
E522818 Tactillo engages children to match an abstract shape with its 

picture. Children improve both visual and tactile skills. Increase the 
game difficulty by keeping the shapes in the provided bag and seek them 

out by touch only. Contents: 8 image strips, 64 wooden shapes (2x32), 
cotton bag, teaching card, sturdy wood box for storage. 

COMBINO
E522036 Transparent image overlays make exploring this lesson  

creative and fun. Children match the overlay that relates best to the  
image on one of the 6 boards. Close attention must be given to the  

image in order to explore what might make the picture more  
complete. Contents: 6 lesson boards, 48 transparent images,  

teaching card, sturdy wood box for storage. 

TACTILE MATERIALS SET 1
E324300 Match the shapes with the pictures on the exercise  
cards. Increase the challenge by using with the Tactile Box.  

Contents: 10 geometric shapes, 10 exercise cards, wooden box  
for storage. 

TACTILE DICE GAME
E3004150 Students learn to recognize, compare, and name various 

materials, and develop perceptual  skills. This is a tactile game with six 
materials: cork, felt, sandpaper and three types of plastic. Players throw 
the die, feel the material on top, and try to find a disk in the bag with the 

same material. If you find the matching disk you may place it in your  
tray and try to collect all materials. Contents: tactile die, 4 inlay trays,  

24 disks, (all items are wood), plus a teaching card and cotton bag.  

MAKE THE SOUND
E523322 Recognize, imitate and make sounds playing in a variety  
of ways. Play hide and seek, role play, sorting games, and more.  
This set contains 30 cards with animals, vehicles, appliances and  

utensils. Contents: 30 plastic cards, teaching card, 
sturdy wood box for storage. 

AUDITORY
DISCRIMINATION

VISUAL 
DISCRIMINATION

TACTILE 
DISCRIMINATION

TACTILE 
DISCRIMINATION

TACTILE 
DISCRIMINATION

4+ 4+

4+

3+ NEW

4+
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MOTOR PLAY
Encourage children to develop their motor skills.

Practice motor skills to become a good athlete or a creative artist.
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MOTOR PLAY
Encourage children to develop their motor skills.

Practice motor skills to become a good athlete or a creative artist.
LACE TOGETHER

E523236  This game fosters communication, creativity, and teamwork. 

Play with 2 children sitting on opposite sides of the upright frame 

board. Pass the laces to one another through the holes in the board. 

Cooperate to follow assignment card images or create own designs. 

Contents: plastic perforated lacing board, 16 assignment cards,  

8 colorful laces, 60 colorful beads, teaching card, sturdy wood box  

for storage. WOODEN STAND E523246

LACING
SKILLS

4+

TEACHER FAVORITE

CLASS PACKMOTOR PLAY

CLASS PACK
Available individually or for best value, 
select the Motor Play Class Pack. 
Save 15%. 

Motor Play Class Pack
CP522301 Includes all twelve items 
featured in this catalog for one low price!

Find even more products online:
www.mindsetlearningtools.com

SAVE 
15%
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HAPPY HAMMER - FARM SET
E522353 Cork board allows for the colorful farmyard figures to be easily 
applied  or removed. Children may follow the 12 sample cards, or make 

up their own scenes and designs. Contents: 2 cork boards, 
12 assignment cards, 2 small plastic hammers, 72 plastic farmyard 

figures, brass nails,  sturdy wood box for storage.

VETROVORM
E522462 This is a fun game for developing hand-eye coordination. 

Students copy colorful designs by threading strings through the 
perforated cards or use the 6 blank cards to create their own designs. 
Contents: 18 perforated plastic cards, 24 cotton laces, teaching card, 

sturdy wood storage box. 

BOLT TOGETHER
E523245 Students will practice communication, creativity, and teamwork 
to complete their tasks. To play, two students sit on opposite sides of the 
upright frame board, and work together to assemble the nuts and bolts 
pictured on each student’s assignment card. Multiple levels of difficulty 
are included. Contents: plastic board with holes, 16 assignment cards, 
64 colorful nuts and bolts, teaching card, sturdy wood box for storage. 

WOODEN STAND E523246

4+ 4+

LACING
SKILLS

TEACHER FAVORITE

4+

HAND-EYE 
COORDINATION 

HAND-EYE 
COORDINATION 
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KRALO GROUP SET - SQUARE
E522808 Use the transparent bead boards as an image overlay or  

increase difficulty by using an image card as a separate guide. Children 
are challenged to find a starting point when applying the beads.  

The application of beads to the board highly engages hand - eye and 
thumb - pointer finger coordination. Self-checking. Contents: 4 bead 

boards, 12 patterned image cards, 1000 plastic beads, wood storage box. 

MA XI INSERT MOSAIC
E523096 A transparent insert mosaic frame encourages students to 

exercise their color and shape perception. Children can make their own 
creations or use one of the 8 assignment cards. The assignment cards 

have 8 advancing levels of difficulty. Contents: 160 pegs in 8 bright 
colors, 8 assignment cards, teaching card, wood storage box.

 MOSAIC BOARD E523095

3+4+

CLASS PACKMOTOR PLAY

HAND-EYE 
COORDINATION 

HAND-EYE 
COORDINATION 
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DRAW AND WIPE
E3023000 Draw to add details to pictures with a whiteboard marker. 

Afterwards, simply clean the card with a damp cloth. Improve fine  
motor skills and hand-eye coordination. Whiteboard markers not  

included. Contents: 12 plastic coated cards with 24 assignments and  
a wood box for storage. 

HAPPY HAMMER - GEO SET
E522355 Create mosaic designs with geometric shapes in various  

colors. Model one of the 12 assignment cards or make up your own 
unique creations. Improve fine motor skills and hand-eye coordination. 

Contents: 2 cork boards, 12 assignment cards, 2 small plastic hammers, 
144 plastic shapes, brass nails, teaching card, wood box for storage. 

4+

NEW

EXTENSION PACK

4+

HAND-EYE 
COORDINATION 

PRE-WRITING 
SKILLS

For more motor fun, add-on our  
extension pack! Available individually. 

Motor Play Extension Pack
EP522301 Includes all six extension  
items featured in this catalog for one  
low price!

Find even more products online: 
www.mindsetlearningtools.com

SAVE 
15%
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EXTENSION PACKMOTOR PLAY

MOTOR SKILLS BOARDS - PATTERN 1
E522392 Excellent for developing eye-hand coordination, logical thinking 

and visual tracing. While playing with these boards, the children train 
their writing movements, spatial awareness, and concentration.  

For every board there are 6 exercise cards with examples of patterns. 
Using these cards, the children try to move the colored balls with the 
magnetic pen through the maze to the right spot. Contents: wooden 

game board with objects. 

TWEEZERS
E523349 Develop fine motor skills with these wooden tweezers.

Use in games with beads, rings, knob puzzle pieces, etc.
Contents: set of 4 wooden tweezers

FEEL THE NUMBER
E1312000 Follow number shapes with your index finger or the wooden 

pen. Stimulate pre-writing skills, number shape recognition and  
fine motor skills. Contents: 10 wooden boards with the numbers 0-9, 

wooden pen, wooden box. 

SCREW Y
E522046 This ever-fascinating nuts and bolts game requires  

children to copy the various color and shape sequences.  
Contents: assignment cards, 64 multi-colored plastic geometric  

pieces, teaching card, wood box for storage. 

4+ 3+

3+

HAND-EYE
COORDINATION 

NEW

4+

NEW

HAND-EYE 
COORDINATION 

PRE-WRITING 
SKILLS

PRE-WRITING 
SKILLS
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PUZZLE PLAY
Encourage children to discover the world.

Fit pieces into place and improve spatial reasoning skills. 
Reveal and discuss shapes and images. 
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PUZZLE PLAY
Encourage children to discover the world.

Fit pieces into place and improve spatial reasoning skills. 
Reveal and discuss shapes and images. 

POWER PUZZLES - COMPLETE SET OF 4
E523305 A unique series of puzzles with ‘action’ images, each with 28 

or 35 pieces. The themes are all about power and excitement.The set 

contains the following puzzles: Formula 1 race cars, power boat race, 

motocross, and air show. Discover even more about the themes with our 

free Augmented Reality App. 

Contents: 1 wood puzzle frame with jigsaw pieces. 

JIGSAW 
PUZZLES

CLASS PACKPUZZLE PLAY

TEACHER FAVORITE

CLASS PACK
Available individually or for best value, 
select the Puzzle Play Class Pack. 
Save 15%. 

Puzzle Play Class Pack
CP522401 Includes all twelve items 
featured in this catalog for one low price!

Find even more products online:
www.mindsetlearningtools.com

4+

SAVE 
15%
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TRANSPORT PUZZLES - COMPLETE SET OF 4
E522071 A series of 4 large framed puzzles that increase in difficulty  
as  the pieces get smaller and become more numerous. The scenes 
show familiar situations that can also be used as a story board for  

safety talks. Available individually or as a set of 4. 
Contents: 1 wood puzzle frame with jigsaw pieces. 

VEHICLE PUZZLE BOX
E522350 Trains, planes and automobiles are some of the themes  
children love. This complete set of 10 colorful jigsaw puzzles  have  

wonderful illustrations with a transportation theme. Five of the  
puzzles have 6 pieces and five have 8 pieces. Contents: 10 puzzle  

frames, 70 jigsaw pieces, storage box - all items in wood. 

JIGSAW 
PUZZLES

3+4+

LAYER 
PUZZLES

4+
PUZZLES IN 2 LAYERS - COMPLETE SET OF 4

E523256 A 2-layered puzzle that shows the inside and the outside  
of a truck, fire engine, police car, and ambulance. The bottom layer  
contains 25 pieces, the top layer 64 pieces. Available individually or  

as a set of 4. Contents: wooden frames, 48 puzzle pieces in 2 layers. 

JIGSAW 
PUZZLES
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JIGSAW 
PUZZLES

CLASS PACKPUZZLE PLAY

ASTRONAUTICS PUZZLES - COMPLETE SET OF 4
E523228 A series of puzzles that contains appealing images  
with the theme of space travel.The diversity within this series  
makes it suitable for introducing science instruction and class  

discussion. Available individually or as a set of 4. 
Contents: wooden puzzle frames, 30 wooden pieces. 

5+
HOLIDAY PUZZLES - COMPLETE SET OF 4

E523271 A series of 4 framed puzzles with appealing holiday  
activities. Beautifully drawn pictures of a cruise, winter sports,  

camping, and safari. Available individually or as a set of 4.   
Contents: 1 wooden frames, 49 puzzle pieces. 

4+

JIGSAW 
PUZZLES
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EXTENSION PACK 

ABOVE AND BENEATH PUZZLES - COMPLETE SET OF 4
E523377 This unique series of puzzles each illustrate what is going on 
above and beneath the ground and/or water. The pictures provide many 
topics for discussions. Available individually or as a complete set of 4. 

Contents: wooden frames each, 120 jigsaw pieces. 

4+

STREET ACTION PUZZLES - COMPLETE SET OF 4
E522076 A series of 4 large-framed puzzles that increase in difficulty  
as the pieces get smaller and become more numerous. The scenes  

show familiar situations  and can also be used for safety talks.  
Available individually or as a set of 4. Contents: 1 wooden puzzle  

frames, jigsaw pieces.  

4+

JIGSAW 
PUZZLES

JIGSAW 
PUZZLES

TEACHER FAVORITE

For more puzzle fun, add-on our 
extension pack! Available individually. 

Puzzle Play Extension Pack
EP522401 Includes all six extension 
items featured in this catalog for one  
low price!

Find even more products online: 
www.mindsetlearningtools.com

SAVE 
15%
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EXTENSION PACKPUZZLE PLAYLAYER
PUZZLES

GETTING DRESSED PUZZLE - BOY
E522019 These layered puzzles detail children getting dressed. Each 
layer has the same-shaped piece so that the different layers can be 

interchanged. Contents: 1 inlay board, 9 wood puzzle pieces 
(3 layers of 3).  

LAYER
PUZZLES

4+
GETTING DRESSED PUZZLE - GIRL

E522020 These layered puzzles detail children getting dressed. Each 
layer has the same-shaped piece so that the different layers can be 

interchanged. Contents: 1 inlay board, 9 wooden puzzle pieces 
(3 layers of 3). 

4+

LAYER PUZZLE DAILY RHY THM
E523060 A 4 layer puzzle that shows the daily rhythm of a child. The first 
layer contains 4 puzzle pieces, the second layer 8 pieces, the third layer 

12 pieces and the last contains 16 pieces.  

3+
PERSONAL HYGIENE PUZZLES -COMPLETE SET OF 4

E522594 A series of 4 framed puzzles concentrating on personal 
hygiene. The scenes can be used as teaching aids as well as fun jigsaw 

puzzles. Available individually or as a complete set of 4. 
Contents: wood puzzle frames, 16 or 25 jigsaw pieces. 

4+

JIGSAW 
PUZZLES

JIGSAW 
PUZZLES
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CONNECTED PLAY
Help children to enhance play with our connected games.

Create meaningful learning moments with apps. 
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EDUCO APPSCONNECTED PLAY

Our tablet apps bring 
interactivity to our 

manipulatives, 
for a perfect mix of 

tradition and technology.

Power Puzzles E522305

Figurogram E522231

Cause & Effect E522340

Search the Shape E522909

Find and Count E522884

Resulta E522428

Which is wrong? E522865

Listening Lotto E522526

Counting Street E522340

Combino E522036

Memo Ed E523000

Available in 
the Appstore 

With Augmented Reality

CONNECTED PLAY
Help children to enhance play with our connected games.

Create meaningful learning moments with apps. 
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